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The English language provides considerable flexibility in the construction of the supply. Using different sentence templates produces speeches and letters that are lively and interesting. In addition, diversity in the supply of construction contributes to well-organized messages. 1) SIMPLE SENTENCE Simple proposal is an independent provision without a
subordinate provision. It starts with a capital letter and closes with the end of the sign. Simple sentences can vary greatly in length. Example: - I bought four apples at a farmers market. - I bought four apples, a basket of tomatoes, a bag of green beans and three courgettes at the farmers market. - The Farmer's Market is a classic example of producers selling
directly to consumers and avoiding agents' attempts to control supplies or manipulate prices. 2) COMPOUND SENTENCE Composite proposal contains two or more independent provisions, but not subordinate provisions. The two independent provisions are connected by a comma (,), followed by a connection (for, and neither, but ...). They may also be
joined by the ocololone (;), the zacolon, followed by a binding adverb (so, however, because...) or the colon (:) example: - I do not know where he went, and no one has seen it since that day. (union) - Harold the First fought in Northern Ireland; his campaigns have generally been successful. Vivian wanted to stay another week in Asheville; however, her
parents refused to send her more money. (link) - You must have heard the news: we all get bonuses this year! (colon) (a) Composite proposals with the coordinators Of the Independent Point - , Coordinators - Independent paragraph Two independent provisions are connected by a comma and one of the seven coordinating joints: for, and, neither, but, or, so
far, and so. You can remember the coordination connections by remembering the word FANBOYS. The following proposals illustrate their meanings. 1. The Japanese have the longest life expectancy of any other people, because their diet is extremely healthy. (due to expression) 2. The Japanese consume a lot of rice and they eat more fish than red meat.
(and expresses equal related ideas) 3. Many Americans, on the other hand, do not eat a healthy diet and they do not get enough exercise. (does not join two equal negative independent reservations) 4. Over the past twenty years, Americans have reduced smoking, but Europeans seem to smoke more than ever. (but expresses opposing ideas) 5. Europeans
need to change their smoking habits, or they will be at risk of developing lung cancer. (or expresses alternatives or opportunities) 6. Many Japanese men smoke, but the Japanese have a long lifespan. (yet expresses an unexpected contrast) 7. The Japanese diet is becoming increasingly westernized, so their life expectancy is likely to decrease in the future.
(so expresses b) Linking sentences with binding adverbs Adverbs) Independent reservation; Conjunctive adverb, Independent paragraph Two of the independent provisions are connected by a comma (;), conjuncture and comma. However, however, still the opposite idea or otherwise the choice so therefore, thus, therefore, accordingly the result of the
example: - Junior colleges offer preparation for professions, business and industry; they also prepare students for transfer to a four-year college or university. (equal related ideas) - Many junior colleges do not provide dormitories; however, they provide transfer services. (opposite ideas) - Students must pass final exams; otherwise they would be assessed
incompletely. (or otherwise) - Indigenous and non-native English speakers have different needs; therefore, most schools have separate English classes for each group. (results) (c) The connection of sentences with the seven-column independent clause Independent reservation Two independent provisions are connected by a ;). Use the pro-colonial only
when the two independent provisions are closely related and implied. example: - My older brother studies the law; my younger brother studies medicine. - The construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961 surprised the world; its destruction in 1989 stunned it. - Poland was the first eastern bloc country to turn away from communism; others soon followed. 3)
COMPLEX SENTENCES Complex proposal contains one independent reservation. In a complex sentence, one idea tends to be more important than another. A more important idea was placed in an independent reservation, and a less important idea was placed in a dependent reservation. Independent clause - Dependent clause dependent clause -
Independent clause In the following proposals emphasizes an independent clause, and a dependent clause - in countries. Example: - If you are not good at numbers, it is pointless to apply for a job at a bank. When he saw that the door was open, a stranger entered the house. - Resorts that are very crowded are not very pleasant. -The fact that the Earth's
temperature is rising worries scientists. NOTE: There are three types of dependent provisions used in complex sentences: adverb, adjective, and noun. a- The dependent adverb clause begins with the adverb of a subordinate, for example, when, at the time, because, although, so, b- Dependent adjectives begin with pronouns, such as who, who, who,
whose, or relative adverb, where, when and why. c- Position on a dependent noun with that, wh-question word, whether it's, and if. 4) THE COMPOUND-COMPLEX SENTENCES A compound-complex proposal is a combination of two or more independent provisions and one or more dependent provisions. It's like a family of two adults and one or more
children. Example: - After graduating from high school I wanted to go to university, but I had to work in my family's business. - The word root is multi, which means a lot, comes from the Latin language, and the word root poly, which also means a lot, comes from the Greek language. When the power line burst, Jack was listening to the radio and Linda was
reading in bed. A MODIFIERS IN SENTENCES Modifier is any word or group of words that limits or qualifies the meaning of other parts of a sentence. Make sure your modifiers are clearly connected to the word or words they qualify. Descriptive phrases or positions coupled with the wrong words are known as ragged modifiers. You can fix dangling modifiers
by making the object of action the subject of a sentence by adding omitted words or changing the phrase to a subordinate position. Example: - If you go up the hill, you see blueberries. If you go up the hill, we saw blueberries in the valley below us. (correctly) - Referring to your request of April 12, this matter is under consideration by our board. (wrong) - Our
board is considering your April 12 request for another 122 tons of steel. When she was four years old, her mother died. She was four years old when her mother died. (correctly) - Exhausted and bleary-eyed, the report was completed by the team in the morning. (Wrong) - The team, exhausted and bleary-eyed, finished the report in the morning. Check and
improve your grammar with our cutting-go grammar guide. On this page you will find links to our extended page grammar resumes. Each front page of the grammar link covers a key grammar with all the explanations and examples you need to become an advanced grammar champion. In addition to these 30 grammar guides, you can also try our audio
grammar series, 6 minutes of grammar (main) or 6 minutes of grammar (medium), and you can test your grammar knowledge with our full basic grammar guide, intermediate grammar guide and top intermediate grammar guide. Relative Provisions Future Forms Using the current Binding Words of Contrast verbs Stative in a continuous form Infinitives targets
Conditional review Using the past or future Verb models - gerunds or infinitives The future of continuous Native American speakers errors - past participles, I, splitting infinitivees Adding emphasis - is the cleavage of the suggestion of the medium that's like a relative prooun adding an accent - that cleft sentences the future of past discourse marker markers
Student's errors - the order of words in wh- positions More advanced student errors - come, bring, go, accept The Formal and Unofficial English subject matter-verb agreement 1 - singular and plural, no plural, no singular, no single Subject-verb agreement 2 - collective nouns, quantities, amounts, perpetual nouns Subject-verb agreement 3 - 'and', 'or', 'ni',
separated objects and verbs, singular or multiple verb with a cleft sentence 5 uses the desire to be polite: how to soften the English Inversion 1 - negative and limiting adverbs Inversion 2 - abbreviated conditional, adverbs of place or movement, consequences at Discourse Markers 2 - to tell you the truth, I mean, you see, in other words, at the end of the day,
I know so to speak the question tag Participle Position Aspect - a simple, continuous, perfect completed our advanced grammar handbook? Why not check out one of our 6 Minutes series? Try our grammar guides on other levels: Subscribe to our podcasts: Sometimes there's a certain part of the sentence that you really want to emphasize. This may be
because it is new information or because it is the most interesting or important part of the offer. One way to pay special attention is by changing the supply structure and using what is called a cleft sentence. In Block 12 we looked at suggestions about the cleft of it. Now let's be amazed that the sentence cleft. What crevices suggestions you can use that
crevice to draw attention to the most interesting or important part. Compare these offers: Normal offer structure We got to our hotel and realized that our room was twice booked. They moved us to another hotel. He offered us another week there for free. With an accent using 'what' that happened, we got to the hotel and realized that our room was twice
booked. What they did was move us to another hotel. What he did was offer us another week there for free. The structure - emphasizing the noun What and understood the information - was the accent that I hated most insects around the world. The structure - Emphasizing the verb What / All questions - do/does/did it / was a verb What they did, was to move
us to another city. The structure - Highlighting all the suggestion What happens/what happened - there is/was the situation that happened, we got to the hotel and realized that our room was twice booked. Note: These structures are useful when you write because we can't emphasize or give intonation in writing. They are also often used when talking. But be
sure to emphasize key information with your voice. No, What I need now is a holiday, but, What I need Now, it's HOLIDAY. For information on this cleft sentence, check out this grammar links. Links. Links. advanced english grammar sentence structure pdf
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